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Journalist Michael Quintanilla gets down with his bad self in this one-man performance show about writing that has
been described as a "roller coaster ride of inspirational, theatrical journalism." His performance is scheduled for 8 p.m.
Tuesday, March 30, at Nevins Theatre in the Powell Campus Center on the AU campus. His appearance is sponsored
by the Division of Communication Studies in the College of Liberal Arts & Sciences; Fiat Lux, AUTV, WALF,
Spectrum, Poder Latino and an AU Liberal Arts and Sciences National Endowment for the Humanities Committee
grant.With music, images and a disco ball, Quintanilla promises to shake his groove thing while sharing his odyssey to
reinvent and redefine himself as a person and a writer.A reporter who began his career covering crimes of passion on
the police beat in San Antonio, TX, he has also written about the crimes of fashion on the international runway scene
(New York, Milan and Paris) for the Los Angeles Times.A human interest writer for most of his career, Quintanilla
says that whether he's telling stories of disco or death, writing is about exploiting and deconstructing the craft, about
having fun with stories (not always being politically correct) and getting at intellectual and emotional truths. It's also
about seduction and surprises, but mostly, about being human and unafraid to dig deep inside oneself to better
understand the people we write aboutand never forgetting to connect your head with your heart.A workshop that has
evolved into performance art, "Confessions" has become an underground sensation on the national journalism scene
with presentations before audiences at the National Press Club in Washington, D.C., the Hispanic Link Foundation,
also in D.C., the American Press Institute in Reston, Va., the American Association of Sunday and Feature Writers, the
National Association of Hispanic Journalists, the National Lesbian and Gay Journalists Association and numerous
National Writer's Workshops sponsored throughout the country by the Poynter Institute.Quintanilla earned his
journalism degree from Trinity University in his hometown, San Antonio, and had worked for the San Antonio
Express-News (1976-1981), El Paso Herald-Post (1981-1984), Dallas Times-Herald (1984-1988) and the Dallas
Morning News (1988-1989) before joining the Los Angeles Times in 1989.He has received countless awards, among
them the Sigma Delta Chi Award for public service, the California Newspaper Publisher's Association's feature writer
of the year and was recognized for his contributions to two Pulitzer Prizes (the L.A. Riots of 1992 and later, the
Northridge Earthquake).His work has been published in college textbooks and human interest series he wrote became
the basis for an NBC movie. When the terrorist attacks occurred on September 11, Quintanilla was in New York on
another assignment and soon found himself covering the World Trade Center tragedy. He was one of the first reporters
to work his way into the disaster scene and atop the rubble where he spent the next several days and
nights.Quintanilla's World Trade Center work won him the Times' breaking news award for 2001. Other awards
include his coverage of President George Bush's inauguration with a daily series, often irreverent, called "Dubya Takes
D.C." and several feature stories.Known for going against the grain, in late 2003 he followed his heart and left the
Times to reinvent himself with new projects: a book idea, a television show idea with two producers and his
immensely popular one-man show and workshop "Confessions of a Former Disco Maniac: The Write Moves," that has
garnered standing ovations from audiences across the country.


